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Please note this is a lined journal and not a water color paint book. Water color refers to the cover

image.Are you harnessing the power of a journal?If you are going through life right now feeling like

everything is out of control or that things are not happening the way you planned, you need a

journal. I donâ€™t mean to be too direct, but it is time for you to discover why you feel the way you

do and then figure out what to do about it.Or you can just write stuff in it! The great thing about a

lined journal is you can make it into anything you want. A day timer, travel journal, diary, notebook

for school, etc. If you need to write something down, a journal is the tool you need.If you want to use

it for more than just a notepad then keep reading.Benefits Of Keeping A JournalAlmost every

successful person seems to have kept a journal in one form or another. Success in this case is not

defined by money but overall happiness. Whether or not they called it journaling doesnâ€™t matter

as they kept a record of their goals, success, failures, feelings and their daily life.Your journal

contains the answers to your most burning questions. It is literally the best self-help book you could

ever read because it is all about you. Just some of the benefits of journaling are:Allows you to reflect

on your life and the changes you are choosing to make or not makeClarifies your thinking and as

Tony Robbins says â€œClarity is Powerâ€•Houses all your million dollar ideas that normally get lost

in all the noise of lifeExposes repeated patterns of behaviors that get you the results you DONâ€™T

wantActs as a bucket for you to brain dump in â€“ a cluttered mind leads to a disorganized

lifeRevisits daily situations giving you a chance to look at it with a different perspectiveDoesnâ€™t

crash and lose everything you put into it like electronics (just like electronics though donâ€™t get it

wet)You may want to keep multiple journals. One that contains your truest and most secret feelings

that you guard heavily, but need a way to express. Another that contains all those fantastic ideas,

dreams and awesome goals. Maybe just something you doodle in.No matter how you use it getting

into the daily habit of journaling has the potential to improve the quality of your life.How To Use A

journalLetâ€™s look past the simple fact you know how to physically write in a journal and dig into

how to actually use your journal. It might contain all the secrets to lifeâ€™s biggest problems but

unless you know how to uncover those secrets they stay hidden away in your words.Let the words

flow from the heart and be filled with emotions, no holdbacksMake a daily journaling schedule. Each

and every day take the time to record your thoughts morning and night. If you love to type notes into

your phone all day transfer them to your journal after.Sit in a quiet spot and allow yourself to be

judgement free. Your journal is not a reason to turn yourself into an emotional punching bag.Start

small. You do not need to write a specific number of words. Just the right amount of honest words

that let you feel a sense of being free from negativity and energized with possibility.If you write in



your journal like someone is going to read it, you will ever allow yourself to fully express what needs

to be expressed. Write like no one will ever read it because it is likely no one ever will unless you

want them to. Write how you loved something, were mad at someone, wished something was

different or anything you need to.Just do it. Start today writing in your journal.
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Blank Book Billionaire is the creative force behind many different types of blank books or utility

books as some people call them. They focus on creating books that help people express

themselves or simply keep track of things. The sky is the limit for what you can create with these

blank books. Not all the books are blank, of course. There are lined journals, gratitude journals,

travel journals, pregnancy journals and many others. Some have prompts while others have

sections that are designated for specific information. Our mission is to provide you with every type of

blank book you might need. If they donâ€™t have it now, they will soon. Journaling is their passion

and hope to inspire people to make it a part of their daily life. Essentially journaling to them is the act

of writing down everything a person wants to remember or reference back to. Whether that is

emotions, life events, recipes, pregnancies or your to do list, writing it down is the most powerful

way of ensuring it never gets forgotten. What you can do with a blank book is only limited by the

amount of imagination you put into it. Make it a diary, a meal planner, a diet journal or just doodle in

it. The point is to get one or seven and use them. Make life easier by unleashing the hidden power

of a blank book.



Love the design on this! It's very lightweight and fits perfectly in my purse for those days where my

mind is racing and I'm wanting to jot some things down. I'm obsessed with the watercolor look so I

may be a bit bias, but I would recommend getting this product and hey it makes a great stocking

stuffer for Christmas!

This is fine. I didn't realize it was a flimsy paper back. That is probably my own fault for not reading

the description closely enough. But just a heads up to anyone else who didn't notice that. I don't like

the quality of the cover, but it makes the price make sense. The cover IS pretty though. The paper

inside is as expected.

I really love these. They have adorable covers and the inside consists of the simple lined blank

pages that I was looking for. If you want real estate for your writing, thoughts, quotes, prayers etc

then this will do the trick.

Pricey for what you get

This is not the right price point for a journal with a thin, flimsy cover, for this price I expected a hard

cover.

Beautiful picture but the journal is cheaply made with thin paper, thin cover, and thin bindings.

Nice journal, I use it to chart my food log. Not big or bulky so it is easy to bring along throughout my

day. Good choice for a lightweight, non bulky journal.

These are equal quality for the price. I use for lists. For people like myself that likes to write, these

are perfect! Lots of designs
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